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Norsk: 

Denne avhandlingen ser på nye løsninger for små billige radar sensorer, egnet for 

produksjon med moderne digitale teknologier. Billige radar sensorer har mange spennende 

bruksområder bland annet innen eldre-overvåking (uten bruk av kamera), medisinsk 

avbildning og overvåkning og avbildning ned i bakken eller gjennom veggen. 

 
English: 
This thesis looks at new solutions for small and cheap radar sensors, suitable for 
production with modern digital technologies. Cheap radar sensors have many exiting use-
areas including elderly monitoring (without using a camera), medical imaging and 
monitoring and though wall or ground-penetrating radar imaging. 
 
Radar is usually accociated with large systems that can detect airplanes at several 
kilometers distance but as mentioned above, short range cheap systems have a range of 
new applications. Traditional radar systems have typically been implemented in more 
expensive technologies due the the analog nature of the transmitted and received signal, 
this leads to large, power hungry and expensive systems. This thesis main contribution is 
the proposed replacement of the analog signal with a digital one, enabling a digital 
realization in cheap digital technologies. 
 
The work builds on existing solutions develop at the University of Oslo (UiO) and 
commercialized by Novelda and combines it with frequency modulated techniques 
explored at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI). The result is a new and 
novel system that is carefully analysed and shown by measurements to function. 
 
Analog systems are often considered “ideal” in that they convey all of the information 
without any discretization or approximation. Our solution uses only a single digital bit (i.e. 
either 0 or 1), which can perform almost as good as an analog system in noisy 
environments. One can even assure that the radar is operating in a noisy enviornment by 
using less energy on transmission and reception, enabeling an energy efficient single bit 
digital radar solution. 

 

 


